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Abstract
Selective coherence control and electrically mediated exchange coupling of single electron spin between triplet and singlet
states using numerically derived optimal control of proton pulses is demonstrated. We obtained spatial confinement below
size of the Bohr radius for proton spin chain FWHM. Precise manipulation of individual spins and polarization of electron
spin states are analyzed via proton induced emission and controlled population of energy shells in pure 29Si nanocrystal.
Entangled quantum states of channeled proton trajectories are mapped in transverse and angular phase space of 29Si S100T
axial channel alignment in order to avoid transversal excitations. Proton density and proton energy as impact parameter
functions are characterized in single particle density matrix via discretization of diagonal and nearest off-diagonal elements.
We combined high field and low densities (1 MeV/92 nm) to create inseparable quantum state by superimposing the
hyperpolarizationed proton spin chain with electron spin of 29Si. Quantum discretization of density of states (DOS) was
performed by the Monte Carlo simulation method using numerical solutions of proton equations of motion. Distribution of
gaussian coherent states is obtained by continuous modulation of individual spin phase and amplitude. Obtained results
allow precise engineering and faithful mapping of spin states. This would provide the effective quantum key distribution
(QKD) and transmission of quantum information over remote distances between quantum memory centers for scalable
quantum communication network. Furthermore, obtained results give insights in application of channeled protons
subatomic microscopy as a complete versatile scanning-probe system capable of both quantum engineering of charged
particle states and characterization of quantum states below diffraction limit linear and in-depth resolution. PACS numbers:
03.65.Ud, 03.67.Bg, 61.85.+p, 67.30.hj
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Introduction
Major progress of experimental techniques as well as
theoretical models during the last few decades, has made
possible the comprehensive analysis of the ion beams collision
dynamics [1,2]. Obtained results have facilitated development
of versatile analytical instruments which can provide material
characterization, modification and analyses [3,4] over a wide
range of scientific disciplines. In addition, focused ion beam
techniques beyond sub-nanometer scale [5–9] have gained an
important role as silicon based nano-domain engineering
[10,11,12] has become one of the most important tool in
materials research, low dimensional system electronics, semi-
conductor manufacturing and nanotechnology overall. Recent
experimental investigations of quantum information processing
via single electron devices in gate defined quantum dots
[13,14] confirm silicon based spin quantum-information
processor as a promising candidate for future quantum
computer architectures [15]. In that context series of investi-
gations of electrically [16,17,18] and optically [19] induced ion
kinetics in solid state quantum systems reveal that focusing of
coherent ions through oriented crystal, may enhance precise
confinement and manipulation of individual spins in quantum
information processing [20,21]. The most prominent recent
results relating the spin dynamics control to ion channeling
techniques in thin crystals presented in series of theoretical
studies [22–26] when the ion differential cross section is
singular [27] give opportunity for precise manipulation of
intrinsic properties of charged particles.
The logarithmic singularity under continuum
approximation
For transverse energy E\vEQ and the beam incident angle
Q%yc, Q and yc denote the critical angle for channeling and
effective ion atom potential, respectively. The effective
potential area c Al0 (E\)ð Þ which corresponds to maximal
enhancement in ion flux density includes strictly harmonic
terms under continuum approximation
c Al0
 
&
ðAmax
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dA
Al0{ pEQ
2ð Þ=k&ln
A0
Al0{ pEQ
2ð Þ=k

, ð1:31Þ
where Al0 denotes the equipotential surface closed by field
contour in the central part of the axial channel. The
corresponding integration boundaries are:
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, where d, rc and a represent the
mean spacing between the atomic rows, ion impact parameter
and the ratio of total axial channels number versus number of
atomic rows forming the channel, respectively.
Accordingly to equations (1.31), when the ion beam incident
angle is close to zero Q%0, the anisotropy for central part of axial
channel is induced only by harmonic component of the interaction
potential. This implies that first equipotential circle represents
dominant effective potential area for ion flux density denoted as
c Al0 (E\)ð Þ. Hence, the area of maximal enhancement in ion flux
density is confined to central equipotential curve of axial channel
c Al0ð Þ&ln
A0k
pEQ2
  and further converges to zero as Al0?0 if the
incident angle, i.e. the tilt angle of the beam, corresponds to
condition Q~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Al0k=pEð Þ
p
. The results obtained for MeV proton
beam energies show the nonequlibrium density of states across
central part of the channel as nonuniform flux redistribution. This
reveals the strong effect of anharmonic components in effective
continuum interaction potential even in vicinity of low index
crystal axis for S100T Si.
In this paper we present theoretical study of localization and
coherent control by superfocused channeled protons, CP beam
induced polarization of individual electron spins in pure 29Si
nanocrystal. We analyze precise control of entangled proton
trajectories and discrete quantum states of phase space in
connection to selective spin manipulation. The harmonic motion
of highly correlated channeled protons is tuned by external RF field,
by varying the CP energy and tilt angle relative to main S100T
crystal axis. The calculations include the quasiharmonic approxi-
mation as well as the effect of multiple scattering by valence
electrons and assume the anharmonicity of the interaction potential
[28,29]. Quantum entanglement of focused ion trajectories in final
states corresponds to central part of the S100T Si axial channel. It is
analyzed in phase space by convoluted transfer matrix method [30].
According to Liouville’s theorem [31], the ensemble of
channeled particles (for large impact parameters) experiences
series of correlated, small angle collisions in initial stage of elastic
interaction with atoms of the crystal lattice. Therefore, a proton
flux distribution can be calculated via probability function of
quantum trajectory reversibility, i.e. the probability for appearing
of backscattered particles along initial propagation direction. The
resultant flux distribution further considers unnormalized proba-
bility map of trajectories of channeled particles in phase space. We
have analyzed the nonequilibrium state of channeled protons
density profiles in configuration and scattering angle plane in
connection to anharmonic expansion terms of proton - crystal
effective potential. Calculation assumes the initial state of static
equilibrium, considering 92 nm crystal’s length and channeling
conditions which correspond to infinitesimal crystal tilt angles,
from zero up to 20% of critical angle for channeling. Degree of
correlation between separate trajectories of channeled protons was
calculated by two separate mapping procedures between config-
uration and angular phase plane. Thus, the nonharmonic-higher
order terms of continuum interaction potential were analyzed via
distribution function of channeled protons in transverse position
plane and scattering angle plane.
The subsequent parts of paper are organized as follows:
Section 2 following the recent experimental attempts to realize
electron spin processor in silicon capable of quantum information
processing introduces quantum model for excitation and coherent
control of electron spin states via entangled proton trajectories.
Exchange coupling is analyzed under quasiharmonic approxima-
tion of interaction potential taking into account the constraint of
singular proton flux density. The theoretical model is further
explained by Moliere’s approximation of the Tomas Fermi
interaction potential. This formalism comprises Liouville’s theo-
rem to give simple explanation for mapping procedures for proton
beam transformation matrix in configuration and angular phase
space. Section 3 compares and discusses profiles of proton density
distributions for transverse position plane (configuration space)
and scattering exit-angle plane or angular space (figure 1.), gives
the evolution of proton fluxes with various tilt angles and further
illustrates (figures 2, 3.) comparative analysis of proton trajectories
mapped in six dimensional phase space considering several L and
Q variables in effective ion - crystal anharmonic potential.
Mapping procedure for entangled proton trajectories is further
obtained considering localization, selective excitation and unitary
transformations of singlet/triplet spin states in quantum phase
space (shown in figures 4, 5.). Section 4 explains numerical model
and simulation parameters.
Results
Coherent manipulation and precise control of single electron spin
rotation represents first step toward quantum information process-
ing (QIP) [20,32]. In order to achieve high level of precision of single
electron spin unitary rotations we propose highly correlated spin
chain of superfocused protons as a direct probe method for
induction of local electron spin excitations in silicon. In this context
propagation of the single spin excitation as a procedure for quantum
state entanglement [33] can be intermediated via mixed quantum
state between channeled protons (CP) spin system and induced
coherent oscillations of electron spin system in silicon. In spin-lattice
system, the condition of conservation of transverse energy when CP
have equal probability to access any point of physical area
corresponding to the channeling conditions, i.e., reaching the state
of statistical equilibrium, has been modified by Barrett factor [34].
This constraint explains simultaneous existence of equilibrium
particle distribution and population enhancement in different
fractions of the phase space volume in process of ion transmission
through media of sufficient small length. As a result, phase space
distributions of CP in separate non-equipotential areas of the
channel exhibit fractal characteristics over total phase space volume,
as shown by figure 6.
We have investigated the proton flux profile in scattering angle
plane and transverse position plane. The boundary conditions of
nonuniform density distributions are analyzed in case of small
impact parameters along main S100T Si crystal axis. The obtained
results show that enhancement effect of channeled protons flux
bijectivelly corresponds to flux maxima in coordination space. In
that sense we have analyzed degree of anisotropy including the
anharmonic, higher order terms, ki , iƒ4, in effective continuum
interaction potential. As a result, the channeled proton (CP)
induced transition frequency v between two electronic states
includes higher order contributions
Bv~Bv{1=2 E\(r,Q,L)j j2 a2(l,Q){a1(l,Q)ð ÞzOnƒ4: ð2:1Þ
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Figure 1. 3-d density distribution profiles of channeled protons. The quantum trajectories are compared in angular scattering plane (left),
L= 286 nm and transverse position plane (right), L=82.6 nm. The chosen tilt angles are Q= 0.05yc (a (1,2)), Q= 0.15yc (b (1,2)), and Q= 0.20yc (c (1,2)).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045254.g001
Figure 2. The calculated positions of channeled protons yield maxima. Angular and spatial yield dependences correspond to area of
reduced crystal thicknesses between 0.00 and 300.0, L= 1.69 mm (a) and 0.00 and 0.300, L=99.2 nm (b), respectively. The chosen tilt angles relative to
Si S100T axis are Q= 0.05yc, Q= 0.10yc and Q= 0.15yc.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045254.g002
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E\ represents the effective transverse energy of induced CP -
electron system interaction.
The corresponding Hamiltonian of rotating frame system [30] is
Hs~VSzzvI IzzASzIzzBSzIz
V~vs{v,vs~gbeBo=B,vI~{gnbnBo=B
ð2:2Þ
V represents CP perturbed electron Zeeman frequency, be and bn
denote the Bohr and nuclear magneton respectively, Sz and Iz are
electron and nuclear spin operators, g and gn are electron and
nuclear effective g factors, vs and vI denote electron and nuclear
Zeeman frequency respectively (nuclear frequency for spin up
polarization vI : = 11.99 and nuclear frequency for spin down
polarization vI ; = 36.35), A and B are secular and pseudosecular
Figure 3. Numerical simulation of proton quantum trajectories (axial yields) and calculated slope of coupling energy J eð Þ. The
dependence of exchange coupling energy J eð Þ is compared in angular phase plane (designated by solid squares) and transverse position phase
plane (marked by solid circles). The chosen tilt angles correspond to range between Q=0.00 and Q=0.5yc. The value of reduced crystal thicknesses is
fixed to L= 0.25 in configuration space, i.e. L= 0.50 in angular space.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045254.g003
Figure 4. Quantum localization of single electron waive functions inside area of hydrogen ground state induced by CP field. The
chosen tilt angles are Q=0.05yc, Q= 0.10yc and Q=0.15y for L= 57.82 nm in Si nanocrystal. The effect of quartic anharmonic terms in the exchange
interaction initiates transition to triplet states.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045254.g004
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hyperfine couplings terms, respectively, B is reduced Planck
constant, Bo is static magnetic field along z-axis. Under static
magnetic field the singlet DST and polarized triplet DT0,+T are
degenerate, nearly independent. As a result, the quantum state of
system r in rotating frame corresponds to position of spin down
polarized axis (bottom half of the Bloch sphere) as r6D0TS0D6U ,
likewise the polarized spin up axis position (top half of the Bloch
sphere) denotes r6D1TS1D6U , where U (Eq. (10)) couples
additional degrees of freedom to initial quantum state, i.e. it
represents the transformation matrix of mixed quantum state
under CP polarization. In finite magnetic field, the CP perturbed
electron Zeeman frequency for external field up to 1 MeV allows
decorrelation of longitudinal Overhauser field BZ and shifts the
level of singlet spin-down configuration from the ground into the
excited SDT0T and SDTzT state. This coherent superposition of
system energy levels (1, 0) and (0, 1) with triplet state (1, 1) is
consistent with dipole-dipole mediated nuclear diffusion and leads
to periodic superposition of spin states with precession period on a
1 s time scale assuming that Overhauser fields
B~ DBX , DBY , BZð Þ are Gaussian distributed on long time
scales. Thus, the external field close to 1 MeV is large enough
to cause the strong spin dependency of tunneling effect. Large field
produces strong asymmetry for spin up and spin down charge
energy. It is important first to establish a non-zero external
magnetic field B so that each of nuclear spin principle axis
orientations can be effectively optimized. This produces efficient
coupling of longitudinal component of electron spins to quantized
transverse component of nuclear spins. Thus, the quantized
nuclear spin states are mediated via anisotropic part of the
hyperfine interaction, i. e. the universal control of the nuclear spin
state is achieved via unitarily transformed term, BSzIz [35].
Namely, up to 1 MeV the external field induces coupling of
nonparalell nuclear spin quantization axis to electron spin states
and it allows the anisotropic pseudosecular term for universal
control, otherwise the pseudosecular term is suppresed. Hence,
adding a stronger external field to the quartic potential (Eq. (2.1)),
alters the potential minima and changes confinement energies of
orbital wave states which in turn induces a DOS transition from
apsolute equilibria to saddle point in phase space.
Instead of applying the oscillating RF field to spatially resolve and
manipulate spin resonance frequencies (or in order to measure
response of the quantum dot by current flowing through the dot or
by near quantum point), the induced transition can be generated
upon CP excitation of the spin system. Thus, excited spin system
displaces the center of the electron wavefunction along the
oscillating superfocused CP field direction and change its potential
depth. As a result the electron wavefunction frequency can be
spatially distorted in order to coincides/shifts with applied CP field.
A single spin excitation is then polarized along z axis coinciding
with proton beam alignment. In addition, the resultant mixed state
conserves the total angular momentum of the exchange Hamil-
tonian along z axis:
Hech;F½ ~0, Z~
Xn
j~1
sjz: ð3Þ
This allows diagoanalization of the system Hamiltonian into
subspaces of excited spins, i.e. the spin ensemble along sz basis,
corresponds to degenerate Z eigenvalues. The effective single spin
read out [36] can be further realized by electrical detection of spin
recharge events in tunneling proximity to a metal by adjustment of
the Fermi level between two initially split electron eigenstates
(corresponding to spin-up and spin-down orientation). Excitations
of electron spin localized below Fermi threshold causes electron
tunneling and leaving of initially occupied eigenstate. Discharged,
empty spin state below Fermi level is further filled by an electron
with oppositely oriented spin.
In present case, numerical solutions of entangled proton
trajectories, for different reduced crystal thicknesses and tilt angles,
correspond to short range correlated proton - lattice interaction
potential in vicinity of S100T Si axis.
General considerations
The interaction between the proton and the crystal’s atoms
includes elastic collisions, assuming classical, small-angles model of
channeling [1,28]. For the zero Q angles, the z-axis coincides with
S100T Si crystallographic axis, while the atomic strings which
define the channel cover the x and y axis. The initial proton
velocity vector v0 is collinear with the z axis.
We have modeled the system considering the Lindhard
continuum approximation for axial channeling [1]. The crystal
interaction potential comprises the continuum potentials of separate
atomic strings. Hence, we have included the thermal vibrations of
the crystal’s atoms:
Ui
th x,yð Þ~Ui x,yð Þzsth
2
2
LxxUi x,yð ÞzLyyUi x,yð Þ
 	
, ð4Þ
where Ui x,yð Þ represents the continuum potential of the ith atomic
string, xy are transverse components of the proton position, and sth
is the one-dimensional thermal vibration amplitude.
The specific electronic energy loss is determined by equation
{
dE
dz
~
4pZ1
2e4
mev2
ne ln
2mev
2
Bve
, ð5Þ
where v is the proton velocity, me is the electron mass, ne~
DUth
4p
is the density of the crystal’s electrons averaged along the z axis
and D:LxxzLyy.
Figure 5. Scheme of excitation/splitting energy and exchange
couplings inside area of Bohr radius. Energy diagram shows
tunneling effect between ground singlet state and DT-T polarized,
triplet state so that different superposition states can be realized.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045254.g005
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The angular frequency of the electron oscillation induced by the
channeled proton is
ve~
4pe2ne
me
 1
2
: ð6Þ
The mean-square angular deviation of the proton scattering angle
caused by its collision with the electrons is included as
dV
dz
~
me
2mpE
{
dE
dz
 
: ð7Þ
In the above equation mp denotes the proton mass and E is the
proton energy.
Further calculations take into account the proton beam
divergence before its interaction with the crystal [24,25].
The Monte Carlo simulation method has been used for
parameterization of entangled proton trajectories. Obtained
numerical solutions of channeled protons equations of motion
correspond to their angular and spatial distributions. The phase
space density, according to the Liuoville’s theorem, cannot be
changed in conservative system, but one can manipulate with the
form and position of the phase space elements. We can use the
phase space transformations to improve the channeling efficiency.
Discrete map of quantum states of channeled proton trajecto-
ries, their point transformation in the spatial (transverse) and
angular phase space are presented in the following vector basis
x
y
x’
y’
L
Q
0BBBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCCA
?
x
y
hx
hy
L
Q
0BBBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCCA
ð8Þ
Here L and Q denote the crystal reduced length and tilt angle of
CP beam.
Although the phase space is six dimensional we consider four
subspaces of the transverse and angular phase space. Correspond-
ingly, the mapping of beam parameters and quantum discretiza-
Figure 6. The evolution of CP modulated quantum trajectories. The mixed entangled states in the transverse position plane are represented
for L=0.175. The tilt angles correspond to Q= 0.05yc (a), Q=0.10yc (b) and Q= 0.15yc (c). Channeled protons intensity distributions levels are
designated with increasing gray scale tone.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045254.g006
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tion of entangled states is conformally rescaled through phase
space transfer matrix M(464): M?J eM
In that sense we consider local symplectic condition for the
realizable transfer matrix of the Hamiltonian system
eMJM~MJ eM~J, J~ J2D0
0J2D
 
,J2D~
01
{10
 
ð9:1Þ
Tilde sign denotes the transpose operation over transfer matrices
and J2D refers to unit symplectic matrix in 2-d phase space
volume.
According to the Liuoville’s theorem the conservation of the
phase space volume results from the statement: det M~1,
following the equation (9.1).
Complete characterization of the phase space volume is
achieved over the second order moments of transfer beam
matrices:
S Xð Þ~SX eXT~
Sx2TSx’xT    SQxT
Sxx’TP ...
..
. P
SxQT          SQ2T
0BBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCA,
S qXð Þ~SqXfhXT~
Sx2TShxxT    SQxT
SxhxTP ...
..
. P
ShxQT          SQ2T
0BBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCA,
ð9:2Þ
S Yð Þ~SY eYT~
Sy2TSy’yT . . . SQyT
Syy’TP ...
..
. P
SyQT          SQ2T
0BBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCA,
S qy

 
~Sqy ehyT~
Sy2TShyyT . . . SQyT
SyhyTP ...
..
. P
ShyQT          SQ2T
0BBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCA:
ð9:3Þ
The beam matrix transform as
S?MS eM ð9:4Þ
I ’~{1=2Tr(SJSJ), s4~det(S) ð9:5Þ
where matrix trace, Tr and value s4, i.e. the phase space volume
occupied with the proton beam, determines the two invariants of
the transfer beam matrix.
We reduce system dimensionality by decoupling the 4-d phase
space on 2-d: configurational x-yð Þ and angular, hx-hy

 
phase
space. The transformation matrix describing the mixed quantum
ensamble then couple a digonal SX basis of electron spin system to
diagonal SZ basis [37] of fully polarized superfocused CP beam
and forms a nonothonormal basis
U~
X
r
DSrTSarD: ð10Þ
Basis DSrT~
P
nm
anme
{ienmtDnmT denotes the stationary, DnmT
quantum state of electron system with amplitude anm, energy enm
and quantum numbers n, m.
Under CP interaction
ir anmð Þ~
P
n0m0
SnmDU Dn0m0Tei enm{en0m0ð Þtan0m0 denote energy split-
ting between ground and excited electron states, Dn0m0T, of target
and projectile.
In order to determine the matrix elements of CP - lattice
confinement potential for singlet and triplet functions we use two
single electron eigenstates denoted by spatial electron-waive
functions DXT and DX ’T as
Sj T~ :;j T{ ;:j T6 1
 ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
XX ’j Tð Þ
1=2 XX ’j Tz X ’Xj Tð Þ
 
,
T0,+1j T~
1=2 XX ’j T{ X ’Xj Tð Þ6 :;j Tz ;:j T
1
 ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
XX ’j T{ X ’Xj Tð Þ6 ::j T
1
 ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
XX ’j T{ X ’Xj Tð Þ6 ;;j T
0BB@
The energy splitting between triplet, DT0T and ground singlet state,
DST is denoted by exchange interaction,
J~ST0Dir anmð ÞDT0T{SSDir anmð ÞDST: ð11Þ
The Hamiltonian is further diagonalized in singlet and triplet
subspaces. In order to overcome high level truncation of the basis,
where linear combinations of two electron states tends to infinity,
we use constraint that singlet state refers to ground state according
to Lieb Mattis theorem [38] in zero magnetic field.
Applying the inhomogeneous CP field along main crystal axis,
i.e., involving x and y phase space components of tilted CP beam,
if the energy difference of triplet and singlet electron states is close,
they became strongly mixed. The triplet DT0T can evolve into the
singlet state DST as
1=2 XX ’j T{ X ’Xj Tð Þ6 :;j Tz ;:j T? :;j T
{ ;:j T61=2 XX ’j Tz X ’Xj Tð Þ;
Likewise, DTzT and DT-T evolve into singlet state. As explained in
the main text the mechanism of spin excitation and energy
separation scheme, (illustrated in figure 5.), between the ground
singlet state and the polarized triplet state is controlled by a
combination of a CP initial energy E (Q, L) and tilt angleQ. Upon
the excitation energy is applied to the quantum dot inside the Bohr
radius, it is shown that spin system energy cost for adding an extra
electron starts from state S (0, 1), as indicated by dotted black line,
where (n, m) J(e) and EST denote the charge state with n and m
electrons, exchange and splitting energy, respectively. The energy
Quantum Entanglement and Spin Control in Silicon
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cost for reaching (1, 1) is (nearly) independent of the spin
configuration.
However, the energy cost for forming a singlet state S (0, 2) is
much lower than that for forming a triplet state (not shown in the
diagram). This difference can be further exploited for spin
initialization and detection.
Discussion
Figure 1 (a (1, 2), b (1, 2), c (1, 2)) gives 3-d representation of
channeled protons contour plots for 92 nm S100T Si nanocrystal,
L= 0.5 [24,25], for tilt angles: Q= 0.05yc, Q= 0.15yc and
Q= 0.20yc, Q is the angle of external field relative to symmetry
axis of the spin transformation tensor. The external field of 1 MeV
is chosen to match the limits of Bohr radius with initial CP peak
separation at 20% of the critical angle (relative to tensor principal
axis). It allows generation of the final mixed quantum state,
controlled by the pseudosecular term B~3D cos Qð Þsin Qð Þ, i.e. it
allows efficient dipolar coupling, D between electron and nuclear
spin states. The spacing between separate peaks about longitudinal
z-direction of the confinement field is calculated via
p2B2 nz1=2ð Þ
L2me

  ,
L = 92 nm, for n-discretized 2-d potential: E~En n X ,hxð Þ,


n Y ,hYð ÞÞZ . The obtained results show density of states (DOS)
evolution in phase space for angular and transverse position
profiles. The analysis for tilts Q#0.05yc, figure 1(a (1, 2)), shows
the area of maximal enhancement in ion flux density [29] in both
phase planes. The maximal confinement field is governed by
exchange coupling energy, J eð Þ. Here J eð Þ represents the function
of energy difference, e for discretized 2-d potential. Figure 1(b (1,
2)) shows that incident tilt angles above 15% of the critical angle
for channeling, consequent faster amplitude and phase attenuation
for angular density profile. This effect induces further splitting of
the channeling pattern.
Relative change of 5% for crystal tilts leads to strong yield
redistribution in angular distribution profiles and it mostly affects
phase profile central parts. The analysis in configuration space for
tilts: Q= 0.05yc and Q= 0.15yc shows strongly picked circular cross
section. Only a slight variation in pattern sharpness can be seen in
density profile edges. DOS analysis for 0.20yc reveals further
effects of strong perturbation, as presented in figure 1(c (1, 2)). The
angular phase space profile, 1(c (1)) shows non-homogenous
transition in charge state density and splitting of channeled proton
distribution pattern. The characteristic splitting shows two
pronounced maxima on the hx- axis followed by few nonsymmet-
rical peaks as lateral satellites. Their spatial positions and
amplitudes are correlated via CP mediated Zeeman interaction
by gbeB=2 term. This non-secular term shifts the energy levels of
singlet spin states and splits DOS peaks (shift affects the Fermi level
for electron spin-down and spin-up configuration). Consequently,
spin DOS structure is uniquely described via two mixed quantum
states.
Figure 2 (a, b) shows the central position’s of angular and
spatial density distributions in phase space. Maximal amplitudes of
tilt angles equals Q= 0.05yc, 0.10yc and 0.15yc. In figure 2(a)
designated plots correspond to reduced crystal thickness in range
of 0.00–300.0., for L = 1.69 mm and 0.00–0.300, for L = 99.2 nm,
respectively. These dependencies determine the focusing region,
i.e. specify the proton beam full with at half maximum (FWHM).
A comparative analysis for the same values of Q, L and
amplitude maxima in configuration plane is presented in
figure 2(b), it determines the length and phase space transforma-
tion bond between scattering angle plane and mapped transverse
position (configuration) plane.
Figure 3 shows that yield dependence of harmonic confine-
ment potential (governed by first two terms in Eq. 2.1) becomes
zero for tilts over 0.50yc in transverse and angular phase plane.
The normalization and boundary condition are restricted to
effective Bohr radius: a~B
2k

me. Changing tilts while keeping
fixed thickness parameter to L = 99.2 nm gives the non-monotonic
dependence to exchange coupling energy J eð Þ as a function of
quantum displacement from harmonic oscillator stability point. It
goes to zero asimptotically and indicates the complete separation
of quantum states and inexistence of singlet-triplet transitions at
higher tilts due to small orbitals overlap (Eq. 16, 17).
Figure 4 illustrates the localization of quantum spin waves
corresponding to uncertainty principle. The CP superimposed
electron spin states (spin wave probability density functions) are
positioned inside the Bohr radius. Electron probability densities
produce maxima over each nuclear position.
The quantum proton trajectory evolution with various tilt
angles is calculated for L= 0.25 in configuration space, i.e.
L= 0.50 in (mapped) angular space. We analyze eight character-
istic tilt shifts: Q= 0.00, 0.05yc, 0.10yc, 0.15yc, 0.20yc, 0.25yc,
0.35yc, 0.50yc. Inside the Bohr radius at distance x~+d around
the peak centers, the confinement field is parabolic so that ground
state of mixed wave functions coincides with harmonic oscillator
state.
Observed amplitude dependences of proton yield for tilts
$0.10yc are attributed to stronger interaction influences of higher
anharmonic terms in Eq. (2.1). This is more pronounced for the
spatial CP distribution.
Amplitude decreasing and changes of peaks FWHM (positions
and spatial symmetry) are indicators for the state of strong system
perturbation, i.e. due to the effect of quartic anharmonic terms in
the exchange interaction, Eq. 2.1.
The observed modulation of DOS states for tilts $0.20yc is
disregarded, i.e. the main contribution to the superfocusing effect
comes from the crystal tilts below 20% of the critical angle for
channeling.
The analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the channeled
protons axial yield for proton distributions: Q= 0.00yc, L= 0.5,
(when FWHM of generated focused area converges to zero
making the sub-nanometer spatial resolution possible) has shown
that the only case when the angular yield is singular corresponds to
the zero-degree focusing effect. It is shown that an increase in the
crystal tilt angle value of 15% of the critical angle for channeling
facilitates the suppression of the zero-degree focusing effect.
Former leads to a significant change in amplitude and width of the
angular channeled protons profile, causing the splitting on two
lateral non-uniform circular patterns with maxima located along
hx-axis which corresponds to smaller lateral peaks.
This behavior is confirmed for energy range from several eV up
to several MeV which can be employed for PIXE analysis. To
facilitate and control close encounter collision processes in order to
induce nuclear reactions one can also use this method as
intermediate process for nuclear collision cascade. However, for
the proton beam energies above 100 MeV the FWHM of the
channeled proton peaks in density profiles is highly narrower
ƒ5 pm less then effective Bohr radius due to enhanced orbitals
overlap of superfocusing effect governed by higher degree of
spatial confinement.
Figure 5 represents the scheme of energy splitting and
exchange coupling energy between singlet DST state and DT-T
triplet-polarized state localized inside the Bohr radius. Upon
modulation the CP field, unitary spin rotations are performed
around two non-commuting axes: h,z. Before manipulation,
discretized proton spin states mediated through Zeeman interac-
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tion include sublevels D01T and D10T. The populations of quantum
states are distributed according to electron spin polarization at
thermal equilibrium: in electron manifold the nuclear quantization
axes -
B
2
I
X ,Y ,hX ,hY
 z vn-A
2
 
IZ correspond to electron spin in
D;T state, whereas the nuclear
axes,z
B
2
I
X ,Y ,hX ,hY
  z vnzA
2
 
IZ apply to electron spin in
D:T state. We then impose a pulse sequence of p=n tilts relative to q
axes on Bloch sphere. This lifts the system energy close to triplet
state where exchange J eð Þ is large. It triggers the coherent
transition of proton eigenstates D01T?D:T, D10T?D;T and forms
the final mixed quantum entangled state containing the superpo-
sition of proton - electron eigenstates D;:T,D:;T.
To provide a transition to triplet state D;;T upon initialization
the system is rotated by p pulse about z axes of Bloch sphere
through the angle Q~J eð Þ=B, where J eð Þ denotes the exchange
coupling as a function of energy difference, e between the levels.
Presented energy diagram shows that former sequence corre-
sponds to the initial exchange splitting EST further dominated by
CP induced J eð Þ mixing between energy levels detuned by Q.
While increasing the confinement energy E Q,lð Þ, the (1, 1) triplet
state hybridizes and produces a tunneling effect so that different
superposition states can be realized.
Dependency of the field caused by lifted degeneracy of triplet
state further decreases the separation between energy levels, while
the exchange coupling increases the Gaussian of orbitals overlap
(Eq. 16).
Figure 6 (a, b, c) shows the CP simulation patterns in
transverse position plane for fixed value of L= 0.175. The proton
trajectory, shifts with tilt angle along y = 0 axis and spreads from
intersection area of x-y plane into cusped elongated deltoidal
pattern, figure 6 (a).
The shifts are governed by atomic strings repulsive potential.
Even a small change of tilt angle causes a strong system
perturbation evident in figure 6(b) and therefore activates the
higher power terms in the ion-atom interaction potential. Former
influences regularity of proton trajectories and leads to a gradual
reduction of DOS in central area of channel. This causes the non-
uniform flux redistribution, now filled with gaps, as it can be seen
from figure 6(c). Hence, it affects the continuous conservation of
distribution functions in phase space volume [28,29]. Consequent-
ly, the axially channeled protons cannot encounter the state of
statistical equilibrium. That effect has been resolved in scope of
KAM theory [39], when the classical integrability of the
Hamiltonian’s is broken by sufficiently small perturbation, the
system nevertheless retains its dynamics in the form of periodic
oscillation moving on invariant phase space profile. Although these
invariants of phase space have form of intricate fractal structure in
vicinity of S100T axis, they still cover a large portion of phase
space. In that sense the reduced crystal thickness can be fully
discretized by performing the power low expansion of random
points described for interval [ni, ni+n] between two nearest
neighboring fractal points L(n) = Lna, nR‘, where fractal
dimension for a,0 draws logarithmic singularity for proton
density distribution.
Methods
Simulation model considers cubic unit cell representation of the
isotopically pure 29Si nanocrystal. It includes atomic strings on
three nearest square coordination lines of the S100T axial channel
[24,25]. According to diamond lattice symmetry, the orthogonal
mesh is projected across the channel, mapping two layers of 262
triangular areas of S100T unit cell.
The proton trajectories are generated from the sequences of
binary collisions via the Monte Carlo simulation method using the
screened Moliere’s interaction potential. The crystal is tilted in
angular space along the axis hx~0,(x~0) where the value of the
tilt angle ranges up to 20% of the critical angle for channeling,
yc~ 2Z1Z2e
2=(dE)
 	1=2
~6:09 mrad. Numerical calculations
consider the continuum model in the impulse approximation.
The motion of ions in the continuum model is determined by
the Hamiltonian
H~ 1=2ð Þm p\2zU(r)

 
~E yx
2zyy
2
 
zU(r), ð12Þ
E\~Ey
2zU(r), ð13Þ
where yx and yy denote x and y projection of scattering small
angle with respect to the S100T axis. The systems ion-atom
interaction potential is obtained by integration of the Moliere’s
approximation of the Tomas Fermi interaction potential [40].
Ui rð Þ~ 2Z1Z2e
2
d
X3
i~1
aiK0 bi
r
a
 
: ð14Þ
Z1 and Z2 denote the atomic numbers of the proton and the atom,
respectively, e is the electron charge, d measures quantum
displacement of single particle wave function relative to harmonic
oscillator central position in ground state, r is distance between the
proton and separate atomic strings, a0 is the Bohr radius and
a~
9p2
128Z2
 1
3
a0 gives the atom screening radius; K0 denotes the
zero order modified Bessel function of the second kind, with the
fitting parameters: aið Þ~(0:35,0:55,0:10), bið Þ~(0:30,1:20,6:00).
Correspondingly, the potential between two i, j sites is
Wi,j~Ui(r)zB

rij
n: ð15Þ
n is Born exponent. Coefficients B and n are experimental fitting
parameters determined from ion compressibility measurements
[41], likewise, the exponential repulsion between the overlapping
electron orbitals within the channel is described by
B exp {r

ri,j
 
.
The measure of the orbitals overlap corresponds to
l~exp d2

a2 1=bð Þ{2bð Þ
  ð16Þ
while
b~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1zvs=Vð Þ
p
d
e~ d=að Þ f ve
ð17Þ
denote degree of confinement field and dicretized energy,
respectively.
Eq. (16) includes the variation of charge density of the
overlapping area due to different valence electron contribution
to interaction: lattice - induced potential (across the channel)
[42,43]. The overlap l~exp d2

a2

 
stands only for zero external
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field. The one electron energies [44] for neutral Si: (1 s)2 (2 s)2
(2p)6 (3 s)2 (3p)2 are calculated in Hartree unit 1 Hartree = 2
Rydberg = 27.210 eV [45] as 1 s = 67.02, 2 s = 5.5435,
2p = 3.977, 3 s = 0.49875, 3p = 0.2401. The electron affinity for
Si crystal is 4.018 eV and 1.385 eV for Si atom [44].
In the rotating frame, the reduced form of protons equation of
motion, considering small angle approximation in transverse
position plane [40], is
Lx
Lz
~Qx,
Ly
Lz
~Qy
LQx
Lz
~{
1
2E\
LU(x,y)
Lx
,
LQy
Lz
~{
1
2E\
LU(x,y)
Ly
:
ð18Þ
Qx and Qy represent the x-y component of the proton scattering
angle. The channeled proton distributions are mapped in
configuration space and angular space in two steps: to transverse
position phase plane, x’-y’ and to scattering angle phase plane,
hx-hy [24,25] in accordance with the chosen value of reduced
crystal thickness, L and the tilt angle, Q.
The phase space transformations are determined via Jacobian:
Jh:
Lhx
Lx
: Lhy
Ly
{
Lhy
Lx
: Lhx
Ly
,Jhx,y~J x,y,Q,Lð Þ: ð19Þ
Eq. (19) comprises the proton trajectory components: hx x,y,Q,Lð Þ
and hy x,y,Q,Lð Þ. It establishes a bond transformation between
differential transmission cross section, s~1=DJ D and phase space
manifolds in configuration and angular plane.
The one-dimensional thermal vibration amplitude of the
crystal’s atoms is 0.0074 nm [24,25,29,46,47]. The average
frequency of transverse motion of protons moving close to the
channel axis is equal to 5.9461013 Hz. It is determined from the
second order terms of the Taylor expansion of the crystal
continuum potential in vicinity of the channel axis [48,49]
U(x,y)~
2Z1Z2e
2
d
X3
i~1
XM
j~1
aiK0 bi
rc
a
 
, ð20Þ
where rc~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x{xið Þ2z y{yið Þ2
q
,
L2U(x,y)
Lx2
~
2Z1Z2e
2
d
X3
i~1
XM
j~1
ai
bi
a
K0
birc
a
 
bi
a
 
x{xj

 2
r2c
z
z
2 x{xj

 2
{r2c
r3c
K1
birc
a
 
0BBBB@
1CCCCA,
ð20:1Þ
L2U(x,y)
Ly2
~
2Z1Z2e
2
d
X3
i~1
XM
j~1
ai
bi
a
K0
birc
a
 
bi
a
 
y{yj

 2
r2c
z
z
2 y{yj

 2
{r2c
r3c
K1
birc
a
 
0BBBB@
1CCCCA,
ð20:2Þ
D U(x,y)ð Þ~ 2Z1Z2e
2
d
X3
i~1
XM
j~1
ai
bi
a
K0 bi
rc
a
   bi
rca
  
: ð21Þ
K1 denotes the first order modified Bessel function of the second
kind, d and M represent distance from atomic strings and their
number, respectively.
The components of the proton scattering angle, Qx~
vx
v0
and
Qy~
vy
v0
, are solved numerically using the implicit Runge Kutta
method of the fourth order [48].
The components of the proton impact parameter are obtained
randomly from the uniform distributions inside the channel. The
transverse components of the final proton velocity, vx and vy are
presented within the Gaussian distribution of probability that the
quantum spin state is recognized correctly, according to standard
deviation Vbx~Vby~
Vbﬃﬃﬃ
2
p , where Vb denotes the CP divergence.
Since the channeled protons angular distributions can be easily
measured, they are used to reconstruct the quantum information
regarding the protons distribution in transverse phase space.
In order to quantify the read out fidelity the informations from
entangled quantum trajectories are sampled from hx-hy phase
plane from 550,000 shots datasets [50]. The initial number of
protons correspond to quantum trajectories spin states obtained
from 56107 traces.
To summarize, our calculations and simulation results demon-
strate a hybrid proton-electron quantum interface for multipartite
entanglement under constraint metric of uncertainty principle. We
established the correlation between electronic spin states and off-
diagonal hyperpolarized nuclear spin states under CP induced
field. We used axial configuration of Si S100T channel to initialize
and control each electron spin state via superimposed proton spin
chain. Utilizing a dynamically decoupled sequence we have
obtained the universal quantum control and controllable coupling
between singlet and triplet-polarized spin states.
By calculating the electron spin and CP field eigenstates via full
density matrix we established the proof of non-orthogonal mixed
quantum state. Upon hyperpolarization sequence, the increased
sensitivity of nuclear spin subspaces dependence to electron spin states
reduces the linear spin entropy and leads to maximized entanglement
of mixed states in density matrix. We have shown that stability
dependence of nuclear field results from anisotropic term of the
hyperfine coupling, here regarded as a tunable parameter for unitary
spin control. It can be chosen to enhance the feasibility of producing
entangled mixed states. A resultant mixed quantum state that we
demonstrated in S-T systems represents important step toward
realization of scalable architecture for quantum information process-
ing. Complementary, a scalable network of entangled electron-nuclear
states would form a basis for a cluster state of quantum processors
integrated in silicon. In addition, generation of entanglement process
comprising the network of such correlated spin states would enhance
the quantum error correction beyond any separable state and extend
the precision in quantum metrology. That would allow implementa-
tion of quantum error correcting techniques (QEC codes) directly to
perfectly entangled mixed states and direct protection of quantum
states from interaction with environment without prior entanglement
purification protocols (EPP). In that context, the off-diagonal electron-
nuclear eigenstates as mixed quantum states are not longer invariant
under unitary spin operations and represent observables in density
matrix.
Finally, the controllable addressing of single spins in quantum
networks, the individual control of unitary spin precessions
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(electron-nuclear spin phase rotations) in combination with local g-
factor engineering would provide a scheme for deposition of
multipartite entangled states and manipulation of quantum
memory and quantum key distribution (QKD) based on trans-
mission of gaussian-modulated individual coherent states.
Another possibility for further exploration points toward active
control of the channeled proton beam properties in the super-
focusing effect, revealing the important role of mutual contribution
of the harmonic and anharmonic terms. This emphasizes the
importance in careful selection regarding the appropriate combi-
nation of the crystal tilt angle value with crystal thickness in order
to gain high spatial resolution and localization accuracy. As a
result the implementation of such nano-scale precision scanning
method could produce a detailed map of dis-crete inter-atom
positions, and create a highly resolved image, built-up through a
process of the proton beam focusing.
This behavior is confirmed for energy range from several eV up to
several MeV which can be employed for PIXE analysis. To facilitate
and control close encounter collision processes in order to induce
nuclear reactions one can also use this method as intermediate process
for nuclear collision cascade. However for the proton beam energies
above 100 MeV the FWHM of the channeled proton peaks in density
profiles is highly narrowerƒ5 pm less then effective Bohr radius due
to enhanced orbitals overlap of superfocusing effect governed by higher
degree of spatial confinement.
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